One Call Does It All
BRANDS

SEPRO

NORCRANE

XERVO

Subsea Handling systems

Deck equipment

Life-saving

Service & Projects
Milestones
Taking on more demanding and innovative projects over time

1974
Originally established as Svendborg Hydraulic - the inventor of the Svendborg Steering machine, which was used by A.P. Moller and many other shipowners.

2009
The first to invent and manufacture the innovative Boat-In-A-Box™ life-saving systems for NORSOK.

2014
Invents and manufactures innovative hydraulic system for Europe’s largest swing bridge, Odins Bridge.

2014
Invents and manufactures very fast electrical driven jacking system for offshore jack-up vessel Wind Server.

2017
Installs two-side Moonpool system on the most advanced Diving Support Vessel in the world.
SVENDBORG
Head Office / Production facilities
HYDRAULIC WORKSHOP
Svendborg
TEST FACILITIES
Svendborg
SPOOLING FACILITIES

Svendborg
Overhaul / Service
Marine & offshore cranes– 1 and 5 year overhaul
Davits
Service

Any kind of ship and equipment repairs
Overhaul

Overhaul of deck equipment: Mooring, cranes, winches & anchor, etc.
Both electrical and hydraulic
Thruster, generator and motor

Overhaul of breakers, switchboards, motors and generators
Including demobilisation / mobilisation and laser alignment
Rebuilds / Upgrades

Any kinds of rebuilds

ROV hangar and A-Frame

Total rebuilds

Platforms and stairtowers
Overhaul and machining

Machining of control equipment, stabilizers, propeller heads, etc.
Overhaul, fabrication and installation

- Overhaul of hydraulic cylinders
- All kinds of pipe systems
- Fabrication of hoses
- Fabrication and installation of hydraulic pumping stations
- Overhaul of hydraulic pumps, motors and valves
Electrical service, power distributor workshop and automation
Electromechanical workshop

line boring, scrubber installation and loadtest
Maintenance, preservation and spooling of wire and umbilicals
Fabrication of hangar doors
Production and sales of equipment for the subsea segment
A-Frames, cable tensioners and AHC winches
Production and sales of offshore cranes, lifeboat systems and lifting equipment for the wind industry
Summary

- Overhaul, loadtest and preparation of cranes and davits
- Overhaul of hydraulic cylinders
- Fabrication and installation of pipe systems
- Fabrication of hoses
- Overhaul of electric and hydraulic winches, cranes, mooring- and anchor winches
- Fabrication and installation of hydraulic pumping stations
- Overhaul of hydraulic pumps, motors and valves
- Line boring

- Overhaul of breakers, switchboards, motors and generators incl. demobilisation / mobilisation and laser alignment
- Overhaul of stern ramps, suspended decks and bow doors
- Rebuild and upgrade on any type of ship
- Machining of control equipment, propeller heads, etc.
- Can assist on thruster work, stabilizers, shafts, control equipment and CPP propeller hubs
- Fabrication of doors and ramps
- Fabrication of switchboards
- Electrical service
- Spooling of wire and umbilical (worldwide)
- Preservation